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Masterclass: Internet Information Services

Management (ISS)

Trainings-ID: IIS

Zum Seminar →

Das nehmen Sie mit
Internet Information Services is a solution that can be delivered in a couple of hours as well as

in 3 weeks –we practiced both options! IIS is a never-ending subject that requires a deep-

dive if you consider using it for web farm administration or if you want to become familiar

withIIS behavior in particular situations. During this intensive 4-daytraining students will be

introduced to the process of configuring advanced IIS features, configuring security settings,

performing advanced troubleshooting and monitoring. You will learn everything you need to

maintain and provide availability to business Web Application platform.

All exercises are based on Windows Server 2016 and 2019, Windows 10 and Kali Linux. This

course is based on practical knowledge from tons of successful projects, many years of real-

world experience and no mercy for misconfigurations or insecure solutions! Remember that

the labs will stay online for an extra three weeks so you may practice even more after the

training is completed!

Zielgruppen

Enterprise administrators

web administrators

infrastructure architects

security professionals

systems engineers

network administrators

https://www.etc.at/training/iis/
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ITprofessionals

security consultants

other people responsible for implementing network and perimeter security

Wichtige Informationen

Dieses Training wird in ENGLISCH gehalten!

To participate in the course you need a Stable internet connection. For best learning

experience we also need you to have a webcam, headphones and a microphone. Open

RDP port 3391 for the connection to the Lab environment is needed as well. We will setup

a secure Zoom classroom for every day of the course – we will send you a safe link to join

the conference by e-mail.
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Termine & Optionen

Datum Dauer Ort Angebot Preis

11.11.2024-14.11.2024 4 Tage Preis (Online) € 3.050,-


